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Re: Bid Documents and Project Plans for Reconstruction of Skyway (Forest Highway 171) in Butte County. Phase Three - Station 295+82.63 to Station 388+00, Contract Number 0312000060.

ATTENTION: All plan holders and prospective bidders for the above-noted project

ADDENDUM NO. 1: Additional Supplemental Information to/with the Bid Documents for “Skyway (Forest Highway 171) – Station 295+82.63 to Station 388+00, Contract Number 0312000060.

The following additional “Supplemental Information, (Information Handout)” for the construction of said improvements:

Additional Information: There is approximately 78,000 board feet of Conifer Volume and 125 cubic feet of Hardwood Volume timber that is defined as "merchantable timber" within the clearing limits and to be delivered to a designated location as a result of timber rights determination. All remaining timber within the clearing limits and becoming the property of the Contractor is not estimated for volume. Note: This is an estimate only based on a statistical calculation within the clearing limits and is not an actual count. The tree volumes are based on 2006 data, and no adjustments have been made for growth over the last 6 years. This “Additional Information” is for information only and will not be allowed as a basis for any price adjustments in the Lump Sum price paid for “Clearing and Grubbing”

The bidder’s attention is directed to the Proposal Signature Page in reference to receipt of all addenda.

Dated: June 11, 2012

Signed: Jon A. Clark, Executive Director
Butte County Association of Governments